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At ISF, we genuinely live by our school motto. We are ?Rich in Diversity, United by Values. This diversity brings 
enormous benefits to our school and encourages our students to look at the wider, global world with curiosity. Did 
you know that ISF has its own Global Citizenship Diploma programme?

Our programme was developed to encourage our students to develop the knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and 
competencies that they need in this ever-changing world. Global Citizenship at ISF also enriches the children?s 
daily learning through cross-curricular connections and helps them develop their critical thinking, sense of social 

justice and responsibility. Our students develop their skills in 7 different areas, Ethics, 
Diversity, Global Issues, Communication, Service Learning, Leadership and Sustainable 
L ifestyle. Each child has their own Global Citizenship Passport, and they earn stamps in 
their passport as they complete activities and show understanding and competency in the 
seven areas. Their progress is celebrated at our monthly assemblies, and our students are 
always very proud to share their achievements with their peers.  I  am looking forward to 
awarding a Global Citizenship Diploma to the first student to complete their passport.

We are very proud of this programme. Our students have embraced it and are becoming 
increasingly aware of what it takes to become a true Global Citizen in the 21st century! 

Well done to our staff and students, and watch this space to meet our first diploma winner!

Órla McLoughlin
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The weeks are flying by, and the students continue to amaze us every day. English Week has been an enormous 

success, and book characters have come to life and filled our corridors. In Early Years and Lower Primary, the 

students have enjoyed drinking hot chocolate in their cosy pyjamas whilst enjoying an array of beautiful books. 

Pre-School have been sequencing stories, and Pre-Primary have been finding out how language can unite everyone. 

Years 1 and 2 have studied English accents, and they have enjoyed acting out the Gingerbread Man. In Years 3 and 

4, they have been on an adventure to the Wild West, and they have been learning campfire songs and poetry. Year 5 

have been acting like Royal Tea Tasters, inspired by the book ?Cloud Tea Monkeys? sipping their tea whilst 

appreciating triumph over evil and a happy ending. Year 6 have written monologues as a book character or an 

inanimate object. Ideas ranged from writing as a hole-punch to COVID wanting to be everyone?s friend!

Upper Primary classes loved acting out charades and enjoyed having a tasty cup of hot chocolate whilst having a 

great time guessing the titles. The Spelling Bee competition and 

Charades enabled both campuses to come together virtually and have 

fun whilst competing. 

Overall, the students and the teachers have had a delightful week 

learning about how the diversity of the English language can help bring 

us all together. We are already looking forward to our next special 

event.

Julie Boyd 



Pre-School  have been learning 

about Diwali, the Hindu festival 

of light.  We created beautiful 

rangoli patterns, painted firework 

pictures, listened to stories about 

Diwali, coloured ?Happy Diwali? 

cards and made salt dough diya lamps to put our tealights 

in.  We had a special morning when we decorated the 

classroom with pretty lights and celebrated by eating some 

delicious food cooked by some of our parents.  

EARLY YEARS 
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The children in Pre-Pr imary had a busy time 
dressing up in fantasy clothes for the IPC unit ?Let?s 
Pretend?. We had princesses, dragons and knights. 
The children also watched puppet shows and had the 
chance to make their own theatre. 

During English week the 
children came to school 
one day in their pajamas! 
Some even brought their 
soft toys and favourite 
books. They enjoyed a 
warm cup of hot chocolate milk and marshmallows.



As part of the IPC unit ?Seeing the light? Year 1 and 2 looked at the significance of light in 
festivals and celebrations from our host and home countries. The children did a bit of research 
on this topic with their families and shared some facts about these celebrations with the class. 

We also created our own piece of art to show a firework display. We coloured the sheet with 
crayons, covered it with a layer of black paint and carefully scratched lines. We had lots of 
fun! 

We also learned about all different types of light sources and the difference between natural and man-made light. 
We walked around the school and looked for some examples of light sources, we drew this on a piece of paper and 
took some photographs too. After that, we recorded our findings on our school map.

YEAR 1 AND 2
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YEAR 3 AND 4 
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For our current I .P.C. unit, ?Temples, Tombs 

and Treasures?, the Year 3 - 4 children have 

been learning about, as well as finding 

similarities and differences between, different 

kinds of alphabets, from Ancient Egypt to the 

Modern English Alphabet or ?Latin Alphabet? 

that we use today.

  
We have had a chance to learn 
about Ancient Egyptian 
Hieroglyphs, and we have 
practiced very hard to 
translate codes and decipher 
the messages our classmates 
have written down.  We have 
also been hard at work 
practicing to write our names 
using these ancient symbols.

We welcome you to give it a 

try!

YEAR 5

During the second half of their IPC 

unit ?Express Yourself?, Year 5 

explored the differences between 

how humans and other animals 

show their emotions and behave 

when they are feeling a certain way. 

This led to the creation of some wonderful digital artworks 

comparing the two behaviours. Year 5 also looked into how 

artists convey feeling through their artworks and elicit certain 

emotions from their audience. The students also tried their 

hand at this and produced some brilliant pieces of art 

expressing emotion through colour, form and composition. Our 

?Express Yourself? Exit Point also 

saw the Year 5 students organise 

an afternoon of fun activities for 

some of the younger children, 

where they were delighted to take 

a leadership role and share in the 

joy that their activities provided 

for their younger counterparts.



YEAR 6
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What a fantastic first term Year 6 have had! Our Exit Point for ?Mission To Mars? saw the 

students land their Mars Rovers (eggs) onto Mars safely using their brilliantly designed 

parachutes. The unit ignited their love of space and curiosity about the possibility of living 

on Mars in the future. We have now begun our new IPC unit ?Making New Materials?. Our 

Entry Point saw the students trying to unwrap a frozen hand from a rubber glove without 

breaking off the fingers. Hilarity and competitiveness in abundance as the ice-fingers held 

on! The students then carried out a fair test to explore which substances speed up the 

melting of ice. The students were surprised that sugar did a great job alongside their 

predicted salt from experience.

For English Week the students explored monologues, looking at speaking as book characters and giving inanimate 

objects human qualities. This tied in wonderfully with their work 

on personification. Pens and pencils complained about their use or 

neglect and the Big Bad Wolf had evil thoughts! The students also 

enjoyed drinking hot chocolate whilst performing their Charades. 

The Spelling Bee competition with the Year 6 students in 

Waterloo ensured the students practised all week spelling aloud 

their 50 words. A cacophony of different voices filling the air 

demonstrating determination and application to do their best.



CLUBS
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This term, students have had an opportunity 

to join many interesting and diverse clubs full 

of exciting activities.  Some students have 

joined the Dance Club, where they have been 

part of creating a choreographed dance 

sequence.  Other students have joined the 

Football Club, where they have learnt basics 

and fundamentals to more advanced 

strategies of the sport, how to be a team 

player and how to uphold true 

sportsmanship.

Students have also enjoyed Active Club, 

where fun and activity mesh to bring exercise 

and smiles to little one?s faces.  In addition, 

many students have also been a part of 

Culture Club, where they have learnt about 

different cultures through food, literature, 

dance and song as well as all of the 5 senses!



DUTCH
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Daar wordt aan de deur geklopt, zacht geklopt, hard 

geklopt, daar wordt aan de geklopt, wie zou dat zijn? 

Can you hear the knocking on the door? Who could 

it be? Better get your shoes ready! 

Saint Nicholas is coming soon! In order to prepare 

for Sinterklaas's visit, we have been learning all 

about Sinterklaas. We have been learning about 

what he does for children that are well-behaved and 

how we can behave well and be 'flink' for the Sint. 

We have also been learning all 

about setting our shoe out and 

singing for the Sint. Here in the 

photo, Pre-Primary has set out 

their shoes in a nice line while  

practicing the song 'Hij  komt'. 

FRENCH

The Year 3 - 4  children have been 

studying food types during French 

and we made delicious chocolate 

puffed rice! The children followed a 

French recipe and  enjoyed the 

eating their treats.

http://@isftervuren 
http://@isf_tervuren
http://@isftervuren
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